
Smart Cannabis Corp. Gets Green Light to
Publish its SMARTAPP Agriculture Automation
App in Apple App Store

SMART Cannabis

SACRAMENTO, CA, USA, January 11,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Smart
Cannabis Corp., (OTC PINK: SCNA),
announced today that its SMARTAPP for
Apple iPhone and iPad is now available
for download on their app store. The Next
Generation Farming SMARTAPP was
developed exclusively by Smart
Cannabis Corp. to provide complete
remote management for their Smart by
Design line of automated greenhouses
as well as to offer a stable software
platform for other companies to license
and build upon.

The SMARTAPP, known as NextGen
Farm in the Apple App Store, is
immediately available for download, free
of charge, and includes demonstration
mode - available by logging into the user
and password as “demo”. Prospective
clients can get a sense of controlling a
live automated greenhouse environment
similar to the interface and control
system used by active clients who control
their greenhouse system functions
remotely. Enabling their clients to grow
more efficiently with this app will result in a greater return on investment, making Next Generation
Farming an essential all-around agritech solution for farmers.

The company will sell the SMARTAPP to existing and new client installations on a subscription basis
and already has sales commitments for approximately fifteen SMARTAPP automation systems which
it plans to install over the next 45 days. 

Recently, the company entered a multifaceted joint venture with Singlepoint Inc. (OTC:SING)
According to Smart Cannabis Vice President Don Smith, “In addition to the advanced automation
control of greenhouse ecosystems, one of the goals with Singlepoint is to program in data collection
and basic bitcoin blockchain transaction technology to allow cultivators to extend their control
capabilities to include transactions within our SMARTAPP.”

Smith added, “We are also pursuing conversations with a number of agriculture companies to white

http://www.einpresswire.com


label/OEM the SMARTAPP for commercial and consumer gardening applications that would benefit
from mobile yet robust automation and control systems. Whether you have a backyard greenhouse, or
a commercial food cultivation business, we believe our SMARTAPP can fill a product niche
somewhere in that control spectrum”.  According to Agrilyst, the marketplace for agriculture remote
control systems is expected to generate over $21 billion annually in the U.S., as data is critical in
helping cultivators reduce costs and refine their systems to increase productivity based upon the
collection of historical data, and real time monitoring and control.

For partnership opportunities or inquiries, email: don@nextgen.farm. 

About Smart Cannabis 
Smart Cannabis Corp., (OTC PINK: SCNA) is a public equity corporation focused on the advanced
agriculture and cannabis industries with plans to grow through acquisition, strategic alliances, and
proprietary intellectual property. The company’s wholly owned subsidiary Next Generation Farming
Inc. provides turnkey commercial SMART greenhouse and automation systems that improve yields
and decrease water consumption for cultivators of organic food and cannabis crops.  The company's
websites are: http://smartcannabis.com http://nextgen.farm.
Disclaimer: The Company relies upon the Safe Harbor Laws of 1933, 1934 and 1995 for all public
news releases. Statements, which are not historical facts, are forward-looking statements. The
company, through its management, makes forward-looking public statements concerning its expected
future operations, performance and other developments. Such forward-looking statements are
estimates reflecting the company's best judgment based upon current information and involve a
number of risks and uncertainties, and there can be no assurance that other factors will not affect the
accuracy of such forward-looking statements. It is impossible to identify all such factors. Factors which
could cause actual results to differ materially from those estimated by the company include, but are
not limited to, government regulation; managing and maintaining growth; the effect of adverse
publicity; litigation; competition; and other factors which may be identified from time to time in the
company's public announcements.
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